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1. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The objectivesof the Cooperative Atmosphere
Surface Exchange Study’s 1997 April 22-May 21 field
program (CASES-97) were (a) to document the effects
of soil moisture on the diurnal variation of the fat-
weather PBL, (b) to determine what processes are
most important in determining the mean profiles of
temperature, humid~, and wind, (c)to provide a dataset
for testing linked surface/boundary-layer
parameterization schemes, (d) to test techniques for
detecting land-surface contrastderived boundary-layer
circulations, (e) to determine relevant length scales for
soil moisture content, soil hydraulic processes, and
precipitation, (9to evaluate and improve existing WSR-
88D precipitation algorithms, and(g) evaluate how well
the anticipated long-term Argonne Boundary Layer
Experiments (ABLE) array or an augmented ABL13
CASES could handle goals (a) and (b).We focus here
on (a) and (b).

CASES-97 was designed to tackle the
atmosphere-surface interaction problem from the
surface to the free atmosphere. Thus the experimental
design included sampling the planetary boundary layer
(PBL) and the air above as well as the surface-
atmosphere interface, and synoptic data will eventually
be used to determine the larger-scale context. Figure
1 shows the experimental array. Wind and virtual-
temperature profiles though the PBL were sampled
throughout the period using the three Argonne
Boundary Layer Experiments (ABLE) wind profilers,
which are collocated 915 MHz radar wind profilers,
minisodars, and surface weather towers (at Beaumont
and Oxford) that form a 60-km roughly equilateral
triangle outliningthe lowertwo-thirds of theWalnut River

* Corresponding author address: Margaret A. LeMone,
National Center for Atmospheric Research, 3450
Mitchell Lane, Boulder, CO 80301
NCAR is partially funded by the National Science
Foundation.
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Figure 1. The CASES-97 Experimental Array The Walnut
watemhed is outiind; Whitewater (Wh~, Oxford (OXQ, and
Beaumont (Bea) are profiler sites, which also have surface
thermodynamic data (and TDR soil moisture for the last
part of the experiment). Wichita is between the SPOL radar
and site 9. ASTER (NCAR/ATD’s Atmosphere-Surface
Turbulence Exchange Turbulence Research facility),
provides 20-Hz data, momentum flux, heat and moisture
f/ux, remaining terms in surface energy balance, ozone and

CO, f/ux, continuous soil moisture andtemperafure, roughly
weekly soil-moisture profiles, and weather data; The
remaining surface stations provide eddy-co~elation fluxes
of heat, moisture and momentum, terms in surface energy
balance, and weather data. The NOAA site has ozone fluxes
as well.

Watershed in southeastern Kansas. Radiosondes
were released from these three sites. On non-10P
days, radiosondes were launched at one site at 11 LST
and a second site at 14 LST. Surface fluxes were
sampled within the ABLE profiler triangle by
supplementing two long-term surface stations (ARM
station at Towanda and ABLE station at Smileyberg)
with ten additional stations (8 from NCAR, one from
CU, and one from NOAA). These stations were sited
according to land use, exposure, and location, so that
surface fluxes can later be combined to represent the
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Figure 2. The diurnal variation of surface sensible and latent-heat flux, for the 8 NCAR sutiace-flux stations. Data
.&led to maximum net radiation -700 Win-2.

observational domain (Figure 2). The NSF/SPOL (S-
band -10 cm) POLarized) radar and raingauges at
most of the surface stations were used to document
precipitation. Providing the context for these data will
be the various datasets in the region archived as part
of GCI!?

During IOPS,which typically lasted 24 hours,
radiosondes were launched every 90 minutes from the
3 profiler sites. Additionally, the NOAA Twin Otter and
the University of Wyoming King Air, flew coordinated
patterns during daylight to document vertical flux
profiles, horizontal fields, and PBL depth using a
combination of roughly crosswind straight-and-level
flights at multiplelevels (’stack’patterns), flights around
the perimeter of the array, and soundings. In its’clear-
air’ mode, the SPOL radar supplemented these data
with a combination of 360 degree scans (suitable for
obtaining winds viaVAD (Velocity Azimuth Display) or
eddy-trackingtechniques (TREC, Rinehart and Garvey
1978;Tuttleand Foote 1990) and vertical Rang&Height
Indicator (RHI)scans (suitable for monitoring boundary-
Iayerdepth).

2. EARLY RESULTS

The comprehensive dataset collected should

enable us to isolate the effects of surface moisture on
PBLevolution. Here we focus on PBL growth and some
indicatorsof horizontalvariability.The six IOPSsampled
an interesting range of synoptic forcing and surface
conditions, both of which should affect PBL growth.
Interestingly,although there were cirrus clouds on most
of the days, there were no cumulus clouds observed
during any of the IOPS— a totally unexpected feature
but one that simplifies the physics. The Table
summarizes the unique features of each IOI?

As of the time of this writing, the datasets are
still being refined and checked for biases which would
affect quantitative results; hence we focus on some
qualitative results that do not require rigorous data
analysis and use the examples to illustrate how data
will be blended. Conclusions should thus be viewed
as very preliminary and subject to change.

We focus on two days, 10 May and 20 May
1997. On 10 May (IOP3), the surface was drying down
after a fairly evenly distributed moderate rain (10-20
mm) two days before. In contrast, the whole region
had 20-55 mm of rain early in the morning on 19 May.
Thus the surface was soaked on 20 May (IOP5).
Indeed, observers on the aircraft noted standing water
in several places.
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Table: CASES-97 IOPS
IOP DATE TIMES (CST) SPECIAL FEATURES

April 28 1530 (beg) Increasing S winds; Surface dry; no rain for several days; evidence of
1 April 29 1400 (end) migrating birds or insects.

May 4 0500 Low-level jet develops during night; good soil moisture variation two
2 May 5 0330 days after rainfall.

May 10 0500 Apparent strong subsidence; mixing ratios above PBL extremely dry

May 11 0330 (near zero around 2.5-3 km msl); moderate rain evenly distributed over
3 watershed 2 days before.

May 16 0500-2000 PBL grows into moister air; uneven soil moisture due to uneven
4 distribution precipitation the night of 13 May.

May 20 0500 Light E to NE winds; Soil should be wet due to heavy rains 19 May.
5 May 21 0330
6 May 21 0800-2000 E to SE winds; Launches from Whitewater only.
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BEAUMONT 20 MAY 1997: PROFILER SNR & SONDEO
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Figure 3. Boundary-layer growfh as revealed by profiler signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and radiosonde potential tempera-
ture, for 10 May [IOP3) and 20 May (D%) 1997. Radiosonde &pro fries intersect the timeaxis at the release time;
temperature scale 5K=2 hours.
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a. Bcwndarv-la ver Growth

Figure 3 shows the boundary-layer depth as
a function of time, as revealed by profiler signal-t~
noise ratio (SNR) and potential temperature d profiles
from radiosondes at Beaumont and Whitewater,
Kansas. Although the boundary-iayer growth on 10
and 20 May is Wly typical, there are two interesting
differences: (1) the boundary layer is deeper on 10

May, reaching a depth of about 1.5 km, about 400 m
deeper than on 20 May, and (2) the boundary-layer
starts to shrink at around 1400 on 10 May. Consistent
with the more rapid PBL growth on the 10th, the
temperature rises much more slowly with time. The
aircraft-identified mixed-layer heights correspond well
with the top of the well-mixed radiosonde @layer. On
10 May, the boundary-layer depth as found from the
SPOL radar was comparable to Fig. 3; however, the
SPOL showed a boundary-layer depth about 25%
higher than Fig. 3 on 20 May due to refractiv~index
fluctuations associated with a sharp humidity gradient
at the base of a dry layer just above the PBL.

b. Facto rs aflectina PBL arowth

The CASES-97 dataset provides an
opportunity to examine the factors that determine the
PBL depth, so that we can separate out effects of soil
moisture from other effects.

. Evaporative fraction. The wetness of the soil on
20 May would seem the obvious explanation for slower
PBL growth on that day; however the data do not bear
this out. Figure 4 shows profiles of sensible and latent
heat flux for the two days. While there is slightly more
latent heat flux in response to the wetness of the
ground, the sensible heat flux is indistinguishable for
the two days; indeed the buoyancyflux is slightly higher
for 20 May.

● Thermal Stratification above the PBL. Figure 3
shows &profiles for both days. The residual mixed
layer from the previous day is more near-neutral for
10 May than for20 May,which would favor early rapid
growth (This layer could be associated with lighter
winds during the previous night on 10 May.). However,
the PBL growth rate on the 10th continues to exceed
the growth rate on the 20th, despite larger values of
W/61zabove the PBL.

● Warming Aloft. Increased separation of the 8
soundings above the PBL in Fig. 3 suggests more
warming aloft on 10 May, which would slow PBL
growth rather than accelerate it.

● Subsidence. Tracking several distinct moisture
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Figure 4. (top) Sensible and (bottom) latent heat f/ux, as
a function of height normalized by mixedlayer depth h for
10 May (IOP3, solid triangles) and 20 May (IOP5, out-
lined triangles). Dashed line in sensible heat flux is ob-
jective best-fit, which is essentially the same for both days;
lines through latent-heat flux profiles drawn by eye. Data .
from Wyoming King Aic

features in the 10 May radiosonde data suggested
sinking of the order of -1.5 cm s-’, consistent with the
decrease of the PBL depth in Fig. 3. Additional
estimates of mean vertical velocity Ware being made
for both days using mass convergence estimates from
the NOAA Twin Otter, which flew along the
circumference of the domain at several levels; from the
radar, using theVAD technique and winds fromTREC,
from the profiler data (Angevine et al. 1997), and from
a blend of the data combining the best features of the
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various datasets.

● Upstream conditions. Horizontal transport of heat

will be determined from CASES 97 data plus data

collected as part of the GCIP effort in a substantial
area surrounding the ARM-CART site. The CASES-
97 data will be part of this dataset. In addition, since
the boundary-layer growth witlln theWalnut Watershed
involves surface conditions upstream, it will also be
necessary to characterize the upstream conditions
using satellite data.

b. Horizontal Variability

From Fig. 3, the variation of PBL depth from
one location to another on 10 and 20 May is within the
uncertainty of determining the PBL height. However,
the apparent surfacetemperature variation (the surface
temperature sensed from the Wyoming King air using
a downward-looking IR radiometer) is quite different
for the two days.Figure 5 shows the standard deviation
of apparent surface temperature as a function of time.
From the figure, IOP3 (1OMay) has roughly twice the
standard deviation as IOP5. The surface-station plots
for 20 May (not shown) reveal that with very wet
surfaces, there was far less variatiiity in the partitioning
of flux between sensible and latent heat flux than in
Fig. 3. That is, evaporation directly from the surface
was sufficient to ‘damp out’ the effects of different
vegetation cover on this day.

3. CONCLUSIONS AND PLANS

The CASES-97 dataset, supplemented by
data from the surrounding area and from satellite, will
enable us to isolate the effects of soil moisture on
boundary layer evolution.Our initial approach will be to
use the integrated dataset to determine (a) the factors
that contribute to PBL growth, and (b) the factors that
determine the wind, temperature, and wind profiles in
the growing PBL. This process will help us to
consolidate the dataset and tease out remaining
inconsistencies. As soon as reasonable, we want to
use the dataset in mesoscale numerical models, to
test and refine our conclusions. Further detail on the
CASES-97 field program can be found at the World
Wide Web site at: htip://wwowmmm.ucar.edu/cases/
cases.html.
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